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-Robert G Berns, Assistant Professor of Marketing and
Distributive Education, received a 6:s. in Education from Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, and the M A, and
Ph.D. degrees from the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio..
where he)specialized in research, curriculum development, and
methodology

He has had extensive experience in marketing, high school
vocational education teaching, adult vocational education, and

- was a prOject coordinator for the Interstate Distributive iduca-
%Ilion Curriculum Consortiu0(10ECC). In'this capacity, he co-

.' *hored A procedures manual for competency-based.curriculum
development, conducted task analyses, and performed an experi-
mental study, comparing the LOECC competency-based systematic
approach of instrudtion to more conventional teaching.

While arthe Ohio State'UniVersity, he coordinated the
planning and implementation of the Performance -Based Teacher
Education system developed at the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education across the faculties of Agricultural,
Home Economics, Trades and Industrial, Industrial Technology,
Distributive, and Businesstdvcation.. ,

As'a faCulty member in. the Division of locatiortal &

nical Education at Virginia Tech, he currently teaches and ad-
. lodses graduate and undergraduate student's, provides serv4ces to
marketing and distributive educators, throughout Virginia, and
conducts research in various phases of.vocational education.
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Since the nactment of t Comprehensive Employment and J

Training Act ETA), 1973, re has been acontinued need to

develop cooperative relat nships between (1) local prime spon-

sors, (2)public And p ate eaucotional Cdstitutidns, and,(3)

cortmuni/tbased organ ations. While 'this concern seems to

existkor a variety/reasons,reasons, it iscommon4y recognized that

poor communieatioy 1sta major barrier to effective cooperative

TAlationships io Employment and Wainigg,(CETA). this problem

. /, continues. as 1 ttiii i formation has been disseminated providing

ideas or trio els for t e collaboration of efforts in 'the employ-

, ment and/raining field. The provisions of'both CETA and the -

Vocati al Education Act of 1976 have noted this- problem.
t

ecently, the Vi ginia Governor's Employment and Training

Co ell funded ta thre phase project titled. DInservice, Tech-

cal Assistance, ana Infomation Dissemination Service for

/-CETA/Education Linkag .1' ,One phase of this 'project provided

/ for the development and dissemination of twelve monographs The

monograteries addre4ses various topics in the area of CETA/

Education Lifnkages. The purpoie of the monographs is to, provide

those individuals interbsted in th? development afid implementa-

t.) Wni,of ciTA/cduvtion ttiikage.s with information that will serve ,

to enhance the quality of existing programs and tat

efficient and effective development of new programs.*I
*
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OPEN- ENTRY /OPEN -EXIT, COMPETENCY-BASED PROGRAMS
i FOk CETA CLIENTS

Introduction

In recent years, a new approach to training and education

has been developei, teste, and implemented in many )ypes of

programs, levels of Instruction, institutional settings, acid

with various types of clients. This appKoach is called by sev-

, eral names,lincluding performance-based education, competeocy-
.

based intruction,'and open- entry /open -exit training. Many

states,'including Virginia, have mandated that most training

and educational programs, including those under the jurisdic-

tion of CETA, be competency-based. This apprOach to training

is based upon the need to provide- 'skills to trainees -so that

these,cifients are able to inter directly into unsubsidized em-
.

plOyinent upon. exiting the training' program.

Thi monograph should be helpful tq the CETA administrator,

instructdr, and/counselor. It is designed
,
to provide CETA *

- personnel with information concerning the open-entry/open-exit,

competency- based - training approach and includds reccFmkationi7°-..

on ilinelementation strategies'. Included are definitions of terms
. ,
especially applicable to open-entry/op6n-exit, comeetency-based

programs and this appro h to training is compared to more con-

iventional training progral s. A step-by-step procedure. for de-

veloping a curriculuMFguide, an important aspect 'the implemen-

tatfelra this We of system, is presented a446with examples. a

of apptopriate formsei The role of the instructor is discussed,

the important task of orienting trainees to this type of learn-
.

ing system is presented, various specific managementitechniques
,

are outline nd ideas on the evaluay of trainees are pro-
,

vided. (

r. 6
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Open-Entry/OPen-Exit, Competency -Based Approach

Open-Entry/Open-Exit Concept .1

The open-entry/open-exit concept is a structure by which

a program operates and provides trainees theApportunity to

enter and leave training at any given tilde rather than limit-
,

mg entry ana exit to designated dates. An advantage of open-

.. entry is that the trainee may enter Wining when he/she.feels

ready and able to do so while open-exit proy_ides.4tie trainee

an opportunity to enter the world of work itnaridiately upon

mastery of th.e skills required ck the job he/she seeks. This

flexibility serves the, trainee in the the instruction provled

may be more prescriptive, individu zed, and efficient

(Pressley, 178).

The open-entry/open-exit concept serves the purpose of

.preparing trainees for jobs and occupations that suit individuil

, needs, interestsiArrd abilities. Through the open-entr \strut-/4A

.tucture, a trainee may be accepted into a program at any %ime

and an individual training plan is developed or reinstated upon
. .

theentry. Through open-exit h trainee may leave the ,raining

situation at any time fo any reason. One reason might be that

the trainee feels a need to start earning a wage for personal, ,

reasons. If he/she has ualified for a particular job, the

trainee could apply lorktuch a position and leAe the training

grogram. Of curse, sh 1d the individual later desire to

reenter ',the program and develop competencies to qualify for

other jobs,

t

n,pLe ry strucidre makes this option available.

Competency-Basedt CoCoke
0

. r* .,. ' it

A program is c tency-based when thecontent, of the train-

ing program is bastd aPon,the actual tasks perforMed in the occu-

pations and jobs for 4hith training is being provided. The

trainee is required 6 deMonstrate competence in performing

1
k

1

, 6
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the tasks before being deemed competent in and trained for that

job. Actual performance of the tasks ensures that. the trainee

his the knowledge required and the ability.toi perform the tasks

that are essential for a specific job.

The instruction' is trainee-sentered and the trainee is con-

sidered the focal point of classroom activity. His/Her needs,

' interests, and goals.arsoital considerations in designing the

curriculum'and instruction. An employability plan is used to

guide the instructors and trainees.towerd learning the tasks

performed on specified jobs. This plan,issa realistic andap-

propriate device for use in the preparation of a trainee for a

variecy.of jobs. It helps the/trainee reenter the trainingfro-

gram in order to master additional jobs (Pressley, 1978). This

concept is described later in-thi monograph.

4 The Combination of Open-Entry/Open-Exit and Competency-Based

Concepts
, 1

The combination of the open-entry /open -exit and competency-

based-concepts provides a training program with certain advan:

tages. The flexibility of this type of program offers the

traAee many options which are not avadilble in conventional '

. programs. Also, the content of the training is more relevant

and realistics In addition, it contributes'to the positive

motivation of the trainecin'several.ways. For example,

being able to,see just what the trainee needs to learn in order

to qualify for employment in a particular job: reduces the tear

of the and' improves the trainee's cittivat;on to

learn these required tasks. When one job is mastered, and the

trainee can readily see the few other tasks necessary to be

learned to become employed in another job, the trainee maybe

more motivated to continue in the program in order to accomplish

the additional tasks. Even if the trainee Chooses to end train -'

ing after completing the requirements for one particular job

3
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and "open - exits" at this point, he/she co Id reenter training at

a later date ("open-entry") to develop th competencies needed

to perform trip additional tasks required in the other jobs.

Other advantages of the open -entry /open -exit, competency-- 0

. based approach to trainees are as follows:

1. This training approach closes the gap between the objec-
t

tives,of the program and the objectives which are md.re immediate

and more realistic. The program trains people to perform effec-

tively in existing and future job markets and to adjust to the

ever changing environment, and as a result is responsive to the

immediate training needs of the individual and the business and
: .

industrial pormunity.

2. This system uses methods that are individually prescribed

and thus may meet the needs and learning styles of the individual-
,

:
student more effectively. '

3. The curriculum is based on specific performance objec-

tives rather than vague notions of objectives.

4. The tasks learned in the classroom relate Actly to

the requirements of the job for which training is provided.

5. The trainees work at their own pice, mastering one task

before going on to the next level. ,

. ,

6. The trainees save time by not, having to re-learn certain

knowled,ges or skills.
,

7. Boredom is reduced for quick-learning individuals.

8. Opportunities for emplo nt come quickly upon

completion of training since the rrialqum is based on lobs

needing workers.

.9. Often, the trainee i
4
s

y
(forded the opportunity.to choose

, from a variety of learning activities

10. Trapees are evaluated on actual. performances.

(
4
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11. Trainees.are pherided the opportunity to continue learn-

ing how to perform a.task,(perheps using different learning activ-

ities or continuing practlde) until they are competent.

12. Trainees learn self motivation.-.

' The open-ehtry/open-exit,
competency-bas0 approach also

has advantages fdriinstructors. These include:

1. More time to work individually with trainees ? remedial,

guidance, etc,.

2. Increased flexibility in structuring the learning

environment.

. 3. The opportunity for continuous 'accounting of trainee

achievement. ' .

4!'. The opportunity to involve employers.and workers in

the training program. -

5. Systematic,procedures for the classroom.

Open-Entry/Open-Exit versus Conventional Prograns.

To clarify and define the open-entry/open-exit, competency-

base approach, it may help td compare thisipype of program

10with re conventional programs. The follow.ing are mere.),

generalizations and are not intended to be totally accurate

. for each competency-based program or for each coventional

program:

Objectives

Content

w CONVENTIONAL OPEN-ENTRY/OPEN-EXIT,
COMPETENCY BASED

4

genJal, vague objec-
tives based on group,

nesids

based on intuition
and.ex0erfence of
cdrriculum develop-
er and instructor

Methodology primarily group
instruction

5

(

specific performance-
based objectives based
on inilividual needs

based upl5n competencies
identified through inter-

viewing workers and

supervisors

mixture of group and in-

dependent instruction
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'Instructional
Materials

Evaluation

texts end other
reading materials

tests, quizzes,
written exams; norm-
referenced

reading.materials, audio-
visual aids, modules, etc.

perforniance of actual
tasii; crtterionr,
refeTenced , .

Feedback oftenoften

Speed of Tune-based - depends performance-based - depends
instruction on 'the grotp on the_Individual trainee

Instructors general "teachefs", specific "trainers" add
"learning managers"

Misconceptions Related to competency -Based Pro grams

Several misconceptions related to competency-based programs

have appeared in recent years. Ofteg, these apprehensions may

be traced to basic mistakes in the implementation of the approach.

-. Ih,e following are areas of concern that should be carefully
understood:

.$ I. The instructor must remember that competency-based does

notNnecessarlily mean indepetdent studgnt. A program is competency-

ba.sed if the curriculum 15 based upon tihe competencies (tasks)

required of a worker in a particular job. These competencie-s

may be learned in several settings including large group (total
class), smallkgroup, of independent settings.

2. Competency -based instruction is not synonymous with

modularized instruction. Modules may serve as excellent resources

and guides for learning, but they constitute merely ,one method

of learning.' Modules may be used by the instructor in gathering

ideas on writing performance objectives, identifying learning'

activities, and developing evaluative'measuring devices. Or,

trainees may work ;rectly from modules. IA either Lase, modules

are useful but not imperative in a competency-based program.

3. The entire competency -based congept pis predicated on

'the trainee having an occupatjonal" interest. It is critical for
6
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the Counselor and/or

the trainee identify

instructor to provideiexperiences to help

such an interest. Often, aptitude, inter-

est, and achievement tests can help,in thisjegard. ' The reader.

is referred to the monograph, Counseling the CETp Client in this

series. ,

Definitions
,

'Occupation, Spin -off Job

The following defiiiitions<Of the terms,"occupation: and

"spin-off job". are based upon those definitions-found in the ,

Dictionary of Occupational Titles. An (1.1.occupation"'is a group-

trig of jobs based on their simiiirities; a,tollective descripL

tion of a number of. individual 'jobs performed with minor learia-

tions in many establishumb IA "spin-off job" is a job related

td'the occupation; it is a ,
employability area of an occupation.

Therefore, an occupation c nsists-of one or more jobs.

In ordtt to perform spin-off job, an individual should be

competent to perform- a particular cluster of tasks. Ofte% the

jobs build upon each other in such a fashion that upon mastery

of one job, it may take training 'for only a few more tasks to

i become qualified for another job, etc. When a trainee has

.
masteredall of the tasks performed in all of'the spin-off jobs

related to an occupation, that individual is considered "competent

in the occupation.

Task,iSub-task

In this system, a "task" is considered to be a complicated

component of work. It is a larger entity than a "sub-task," which

is defined as 4 small unit of work Or a competency which mustpe

demonstrated in order for the trainee to be considered competlint.

So a task is a synteesic of'sub-taiks. .1

Individualized Instruction

"individqa14zed instruction," the Curriculum/ for a trainee

7
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is based upon' the trainee's employment goal, skia Ils'of the trainee,

and the skills required 1n that'occup9n and jobs.

Individualized instruction May be detivbred in several ways.

Certain skills which most orthe class need may be learned in a

large group setting; those stills which Are needed by a few train-

ees may bel earned in a small groups setting, and those skills

which are Uniquely needed by a trainee may be learned Indepene

dently.

2
LearbingModule

"Lern,i4 modules" are packagr Of materials that may be

used to\learn the skillg. Modules vary ill content but usually .-

incTude one or...more performance ob3ectives which usually include

thebehamio? that the trainee is required to exhibit, the condi-

tions under which this behavior must be exhibited and the rkluipted

criteria, a selection of learning activities some of which are fa*

gi-oup instruction while others are for independent study, evalua- ,

tion measures to determine whether or not the performance objec-

tives 'have been met (pretest.s and posttests), reading maferialf,

transparency masters, etc. These modules may,be.used directly

by the trainees or may Be used as resources by the instructor.

Implementation of the Open-Entry/Open7.Exit, Competency-Based

Approach 'through Development of Curriculum Guides

The implementation of the open-ent4/open-exit, competency

based approach.spbuld beAdompleted ih a systematic'manner, to

assure understanding among all inslioduaIs involved in the process

' and, thus, effect a posit4ve attitude toward the approach.. This

positive attitude is critical for the effective implementation

And continual adheranceoto the guideLjjies of a program using the

Competency-bard, open-entry/apen-exittroach. Furthermore, by* ,

,following a step-by-step procedure, the institution will be more

likely to adopt a comprehensive competency-based program which

8
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will effectively meet the needs off the trainees, the employment
world, the economy, and soclely.

The following implementation plan was developed by Robert

L. Mc Gough and k. Kur't Eschenraann of VirginQ Palytechnic Insti-
tuteand,State University, after considerable experience in as-

s

Osting CETA programs' in adopting the open-entry/open-exit,

petency-balbd approach... It. invol ves ten Specific steps 'whic
4

culminate with a fully developed, competency-based curriculum

guide.

The first step is to provide an overview of the curricullurrr
.

, (what is to be. taught), a description of the CETk clients w Ho
will be receivinythe instruction, the number of instructional -.
how's available for training, and the identification'ofwhat the
trainees will be able todo afar the instruction. This step

- should be foll9w0 closely fiy_step two, a bercription of the
program or course and the prerequisites for the program. These

prerequisfles should include the competenciet needed by the
,

trainee' beforrentering the course.,
Step -three calls for a .plian that specifies the length of the

course, the basic teaching methods, the-class size, and 'the re-
.

, quired physical. facilities. his sec ion is- 'important for plan-
)

ning,pqrposes and er3 ul d beca efOly compyeted.),
The steps which ftllow silivolve the owipatOn and Jobs being

trained., for',`the_tasks perforine8 on such jobs, and the perfor-

mance objectives tote used for instruction. This procedure

calls for information whicp flows from general to specific.
Irk step fftur, occupational, description is prorvicied. T*,

description should be copied from the Dictiorrary of Occupational
.

Titles (DOT)iaryl the DOT number should be identifir. Further-

more, an exhaustive list oflrelated alas otemplOyment (spin-off

jobs) should be initially-developed by copying those titles

44
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listed in the DOT under the occupation definition, Consulting

with*the program's craft committee, and, speaking with workers in ,

the occupation. These ,spin -off jobs should then be studied care-
.4.

fully and jobs for which to provide training should be selected.

Factors to consider in choosing jobs includg: the capability of

the institution, the expertise of the instruc%or, and the

employment potential in the surrounding area. For example,

)5 related areas of emoloynent may be initially identi-

fied for an occupation but after considering these ?actors, only

'five jobsJnag be 'elected for actual training In the program.

Step five calls for a description of each of these spin-off

jobs. Que'again, the DOT should be used, whenever possible,

for identifying these.descrfptions,

In step six, the tasks performed by workers in each spin-off

job Should be identified. A separate page should be devoted to

each job. The title of the job should be written at the top of

the page and followed by the tasks performed in that job. The

craft comnittee,employers, supervisors, workers, Department of

Labor publications, research study findings, andeotherresearch

materials should be used in identifying the tasks. Other valuable

sources of information are the catalogs developed by the Vocation -

al-Technical Education. Consortium of States (V-TECS) and the

research conducted by the Interstate Distributive Education Cur-

riculum Consortium (IDECC), in each of which Virginia 'Isla partici-

pating member state, Of course, the instructors should add
. . ,

tasks to the list based upon their own experience. When the

tasks for each job are compiled i a master listing, )04s list

bec the listing pf tasksp a in the occupation iri

quest on.

After the initial. listing, "%for an occgpation-has beak

completed, step seven calls for se task statements to be listed'

on a form similiar to that-1n Figure 1. it should be emphasized,'

-
10 c ,A
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that the complete, comprehensive listing of tasks for the occu-

pation should include the lists of tasks for each spin-off job.
. .0

Then, the occupation title is placed at the top of the first

column, followed by the spin-off jobs (in no partidular order).

This form is given to workers and supervisors in tile apprppriate

business or induig4 to obtain their reactions to importance

of tit tasks and frequency with which the tasks are performed,

thus developing an. unbiased, external evaluation of the job and tasks.

The key calls for the respondent to inditate 0'3" it the task is

constantly performed or is essential, a "2" if the.task is often

lone or is important, and a "1" if the task is seldom done or is

nice to know. the local agency should take responsibility for

having these forms completed by industry personnel. It is sug-

gested that 6-8 employees be interviewed. However, it must te,

realized here that the number of employees interviewed depends
.

upon the time and people available in the local setting. By

fnterviewtng more people, more information will be obtained.

The form should not be.left with the employee to complete on

hiS/her own time since the employee may not be able to read the

tasks, may not understand the tasks, may ,not understand how to

complete the form, or may ntt bother to complete the form. ?hit

procedure is not meant to be a solitly valid and reliable method

but, rather, an attempt at gathering local information for cur-

riculum identification under realistic constraints of personnel

time and money.

Upon completion, the forms should be sent to an agency

equipped tor/abultate the responses, analyze the data, and

provide" information on a form similar to tha% presented in Figure

2. As may be seen clearly in this figure, the comprehensive

list4g of tasks Is found in the first column. The tasks have

been rrarranged from the initial list used for the survey
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described previously and now appear in defending order high

importance to low impetince. Each tasigtsJprovided w mean

for each job based goo the scale CO in the survey. T a

C
mean of "3" would be interpreted as an essential task, constantly

performed in that job according to those workers surveyed. At the

other ptreme, almean of ")",would indicate that the respondents

considered that tasr to be nice to know but Seldom done in that

particular Job. .0Aen, jobs Within an occupation build upon

others so that the task of a lower 1e b are learned first

* and additional tasks are learned .tor nt, higher level

jops, As the trainee movestowardl training higher level fobs,

the number of tasks to be learned increases. he "stair-step

line" on the form in Figure 2 illuitratesithis, int.

Step 8 calls for the writing of tub-tasks for each task.

These sub-tasks are more specific competehcies which mutt be

demonstrated forte trainee to beiConsidered cothpetent to perform

the,task. Otte again, sources Of informatioh for this step in-

elude IDECC, V-TECS, United States Office of Education final re-

ports, and, of courses theworkers inithe 'jobs. ,

In step 9, a performance objirct* is written for each sub-

, task. This Objective shOuld intlude the behavidr desired, the

conditions under which the perfOrmance should 'take place, tnd the

minimum level of performance deemed acceptable including the

gssessalent *criteria by which itivillbe known if the trainee per-
,

formed at or above the minimul

Step 10 requires specific'steps for performing each

t Sub- ask to. be listed after the'peilormance oejectIve, By

foil wing this "performance gutde4 the trainee learns to complete

the ub-task correctly and, :through practice, will eventually

reac the minimum level of Performance deemed icceptable. Also

incl ded in this section should be the identification of instrqc-

tion Irtopics relatete this 'sub -task which should have been

to 1,2

1 U
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'mastered by the train prior to or coinciding with the instruc-

tion based upon the performance objective. This is a step which

calls for team work among the instructors in an agency. If'a"

trainee needs skills in another area, the instructor of that pro-

gram should be informed and the trainee should then be provided

that instruction through the other-program.

Step ll'involves the,evaluation of the performance of the

trainee, the results of which are recorded on gmaster progresg

chart, allindividdal progress checklist, and an instructor check-

list. The progress chart is psed for keeping the trainee and in-

structor aware orhil/her accomplishments. It should include

space for th1e following items: instructor name, date, trainee

name, tasks, and sub-tasks. A sample format is provided in Fig-

ure 3. In -order to show repetitions oT pel'forMance of the sub-

tasks, hash marks may be iaedwithin each bloq. This master

progress chart may be posted on a bulletin board for easy

reference.

Another forms entitled Individual Progress Checklist,

4uld also be used tO pm& an individual,record of tine

trainee's progress. 'separate page mayioe used for each task.

The following componenq should 1* included in this check list

name of trainee, occupation, spin-off job, task, sob-tasks,

frequency, dates completed, and instructor's signature. A sample

format is provided in Figure 4. Two copies of this checklist

,should be kept. One is placed/in the trainee's own file for his/

her reference and the other is kept by,the instrOctor. This in-

dIvidUal progress checklist can be uted by the instructor or

trainee at ary time he/she heeds 4nforination concerning the pro-
.

gress of a trainee.

*

The third form includes more specific information and May be

titled, an Instructor Checklist. Ond-of thdse forms is completei
T

3
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for each sub-task attempted and prorgies space for each step of

the performance guide, a score for the evaluation of each step,

and comments. Also, a section to indicate the trainee's overall

performance of this sub-task is included. If the trainee'Wper-.

fonnance is deemed "reject," the instructor should plan additional

learning activities which will help the trainee learn how to per-

form the sub-task more proficiently. This "remediation plan" is

written on the instructor checklist. This checklist is fnr use

by 'the instructor and may serve as a guide and source of informa-

tion in completing the other progress checklists. See Figure 5

for an example of this form.

Another use Of these form is in the area of £rainee place-

ment on jobs. A copy of the master progress chart and individual

0 progress checklists may be given to the designated placement of-

ficer of the institution.. When a trainee seeks employment, the

placement officer can screen the client and can readily see how

fir a trainee has progressed and what jobs the trainee is com-

petent to perform. In this way, the placement officer can make

.
a tIzetter.decisfon as to which trainees to send out for job inter-

Views, Also, the individual progress checklists may be taken

with the trainee to the interview. Often, LETA clients who would

be good emproyees do not.get the opportunity to display theft\

competency becabse they are not hired due to making a poor im-

p ression during the .job interview. The competencies required for

ComplAting a successful job 4nterview are not necessarily.the same

competencies rewired for SuCCess oh the job. Therefore, even.

though a client may not be able to express clearly the tasks he/

shy is able ko perform or the past experiences he/she has had even

though theella)neekay make a poor appearance in the eyes of the

interviewer, following this procedure'uill plaCe in the hands

of a.record
2Aid' verifies the interviewee's competence in

,

,;1 t
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specified tasks. This verification comes through the instructor

signatures. After the interview, the placement officer or in-

structor should follow up to gain feedback concerning the

trainee and the list of-sub-tasks provided on the checklist.

This feedback may provide valuable information for revision of

the task lists. k

The final step of this procedure involves the attachment of

appendices to the curriculum guide which include a list of cur,

riculUM materials and audio-visual equipment needed, a state-

ment of the program /course evaluation and modification procedures

(i.e. advisory committee, outside evaluators, internal evaluation),

and a list of safety precautions and shop rules.

The Role of the Instructor.

In a ZETA training program using the open-entry/open-exit,

competency-based approach, the instructor serves as a manager of

the instruction and a facilitator of learning. Because trainees

work on different tasks at different times, the instructor cannot

possibly be the only source of informationv.One effective method

is peer group tutoring whereby trainees assist each other in

learning how to perform tasks. Relatidnships among trainees are

vital to the learning environment since trainees work together.

Trainees Often learn well from their peers. By serving as a tutor,

. a trainee is forced to display his/her ability to explailtand dem-

onstilite, thus reinforcing h(s /her own abilities. Also, instructor

aids are sometimes available who can provide assistance to trainees.

As in most training and educational settings, a major con-
.

tributing factor to the amount of 'earning that occurs is the in-

structor. The instructor is a vital part of an open-entry/open-
.

exit, competency-based training program. The instructor makes

the system work.

15
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The - primary tasks 0( the instructor in the position of learn-

ing manager do not differ from the tasks of an instructor in gen-

eral, but certain tasks and frequency of performance of certain tasks

are given increased emphasis while others get less attention. The
\ /

following tasks seem to require more time-and-effort from the in-

structor, of a program using this training approach. diagnosing

individual learning needs, prescribing appropriate learning ex-

periences, coordinating learning activities, providing appropri-

ate instructional materials and equipment, providing individual

tutorial and counseling help, duplicating and disseminating ma-

terial , monitoring trainee progress, evaluating trainee perfor-

mance, no ivating trainees to work individually and cooperatively

withoutltheconstant direction of the instructor, and supervising

the learning environment.
..

Increased instructor pialping is essential for successful

implementation of 'this type of learning system. The amount of

time spent in the following planning tasks will depend upon the

amount of materials available for the particular occupational

training program,; These planning tasks include. conducting task

analyses, writin performance objectives, identifying learning

activities, deve oping instructional materials, and developing

measuring devic

The instru tor, then, must be committed to the improvement

of the program a d to the employability of each trainee. The

reader is refe d to the monograph, "Rethodology and Techniques,"

,f6additional formation on the role of the instructor.

! thent'ing Trainees

Tdrainee ntering :ii open-entry/open-exit, competncy-based

IL

program shoo be introduced to this concept upon application to

the program. planned, quality, orientation program is vital to

the success k he training. This orientation will alleviate much
--

IY
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of the fear and apprehension of entering a new setting and being

trained by a different approach to instruction. RespOnsibil4ty

forAhe initial stages of this orientatiOnlAy be assumed by the

counselor of the institutidn and the remainder of the orienta-

tion is often left to the instructor. Primarily, the program

should be explained in relation to what i+ is,'What,value it has,

how it will benefit the trainees, and how it will affect them in

various ways. They need to'be oriented to the following items,:

I. The general concepts of the open - entry /oben -exit and rnm-

peten approach and what it can mean to them in their

future employability and skill development.

2. The concept of occupation/spin-off jobs and how trainees

can meet the requirements of one job at a time, building competencies

each other.

3. The idea that this program is trainee-centered and that,

therefore, the trainees rust take more responsibility for

their own learning.

4. _The role they are expected to play and their responsi-

bilities for learning.

5. The system used in the classroom including progress

charts, filingwsystems, materials access systems, peer group

tutoringi equipment usage,' evaluation.

6. Safety precautions and rules they are to follow.

7. The logistics, including location of training aids,

equipment, tools, instructional materials, fdlest charts, etc.

(It is.keneficial to actually "walk the trainee through" the

laboratory, shop, and instructlona) areas.) .

8. The daily procedures (again, the trainee should be

"walked through"' the daily procedui:ii).
0

9. Questions are welcomed and instructors will try to ,

angler clearly, giving examples and demonstrations.

17
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It should be remembered that
most,tETA clients come from

backgrounds in school which are
conventional and teacher-oriented'.

Th6-efore, this
orientation is'an

important first step toward

breaking that
perception of training

which has been ingrained

in the trainees for many y ?ars.
However, the instructor must also

realize that this tAsk,,is not
an easy one and that trainees should

be oriented in a carefully organized and
'deliberate manner.

Management Techniques

The management of a competency-baked program
will be effec-

tive if the instructor
carefully plans 'the

programiin a simplified

manner: The progress
c6arts and checklists

provided elsewhere in

this monograph
provide a System of

"keeping track" of the students

progress. The following techniques.could
also be used In relation

.

to the classroom management of thetprogram:

1. Keep two files on each
trainee - one which the trainee

has access to and the other for the instrdctor's records.

2. DesiOate the.space
of the room or section of the build-

ing allocated for the program's use
to that space is provided

fon large group instruction,
mill group

instruction, and inde-

pendent work. It is usually
best to keep the "laboratory-shop"

section
divided from the "related

instruction" section.

3.
Provide a locker, bin, or some other storage

area for

each trainee -
cardboat:dboxes sometimes

will do.

4. Provide space id the
classroom for a library for the

resource materials.
This space should be managed carefully

sd .

that materials ire not misplaced.
Materials shpulft be organized

in such a manner that trainees
can easily gain access to needed

items. Sometimes, a
trainee may be designated as librarian 11c1

manage the library,

21"
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Evaluation of Trainee Performance .
,

The trainee is evaluated on each sub-task being learned.

The'behavior which is called for in this sub-task, the conditions
v

under which this behavior is to occur, and the criteria to be

used irk judging the competence of the trainee should be included

in, the performance objective.' The condWons should include the

equipment, and Urals with which the sub-task is to be demonstrated.

The criteria should be identified careful4y and should reflect

the actual performance requirements involved in the sub-task.

A scale may also be used as a means for communicating the de-

gree or extent to which the trainee can perform the sub-task.

This scale may inclu4e descriptors such as "excellent, good,

'pp,

average, poor, none" The performance objective should indicate

to what degree dfproficiency the behavior must'be,demonstrated

to be considered competent. Perhaps each criterion must be
. .

checked as satisfactory before the trainee is considered compet-

ent, or,90% of them, etc. This mastery level should be care-

fully chosen. One way of arriving at this level ii to measure
,

the perforiunce of people who are satisfactorily performing the

sub-task on the job. Or, the supervisors of workers could, be

asked to identify the performance level they would deem accept -

ableable by their employees. r''

One method of providing activities4or evaluating-the trainees

is to accept real projects around the institution. For example,

if a client has a car probleth, the automobile mechanic program

may assign one or more trainees to work on the car to solve the

problem. A record of such work should be kept on' a form similar

to that provided in FigUre 6. A 'column is provided for a list

of the tasks which were performed and another lumn calls for

La listing of the sub -tasks involved. Peer gro p I utoring may be

used in this technique., A trainee who has shown competence in

2^



performing the appropriate tasks but who may need an a ditional

repetition may be assigned to the work along with a tra nee who

is just learning how to perform the task. The experienced trainee

can-then prbeide the instruction 'to the new trainee. In this way,

the one trainee gains credit by documentation of an additional

repetition while the new trainee has,had the exposure to the

initial information and has observed the performance of the tasii

The instructor should complete this form and cross-reference the

information onto the progress charts and checklists used in the

program.

Summary

A ?ETA program based upon the open - entry /open -exit, com-

petency-based concept can be an effective training program. Key

contributing factors to the successful implementation of such a

system include the systematic development of curriculum guides,

the effective performance of critical management tasks related

to this approach by the instructors, the thorough orientation of

trainees, and the proper evaluation of trainee performance.

Through the committmentkof CETA personnel, this approach to the

training of clients can successfully accomplish the primary mis-

sion of CETA training programs -- providing skills to clients So

fh# they can directly enter unsubsidized employment upon com-

pletion of the training.

I
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VALIDATION SURVEY

I.

1

TASKS s COMMENTS

C '

I I
%

4 y

c

/

l
A . .

s -.

.

. ...

i . I.
../.

4
%

1

r

*

a -

KEY TO SCORING I

I. Seldom done or Nice to know
2. Often done or Important
. Constantly dorm or kssential

Figure 1
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CETA Skills Center-

Occupation

TASKS

1. 3 3 3 1

2. 3 2.75 2.75 2.5

3.
3 2.5 -2.5 2.5

3 ' 1.75 2.5 2.5 1.7'

5.
2.75 2.25 2.25 3

6.
2.75 1.75 1.75 2.75 1

7.
2.75 1.75 2.75. 1.75 1

8. 2.75 1.5 ' 3 . 1.5 1

SC
'2.75 1.25 3 1.5 1

101 3 1.5 2.75 1.25 1

11. 2.75 1.5 3 1.25 1

1;2. ,

. 3 1.5 2 1.5 1.5

13. `ti '14 t
, .3 .

1.5 1.5 1.5

14.
, 3 , 1.25 1

15.
,,

', 4.,, .5:4-

..,

.

, T 3 1.25 1 1

16. '-,3 ' 3 1 .75 1.5

17.
. 2.75

4,

1. 4 1.75 1.75 1.

18.' 3 2.7 1 1.25 1

19.
3 2 1.5 .2

20. 0 3 2.5 1 1 11

21. ~ 2.75 1.5 1.5i 1.5

22. 2 1.5 1.25 1 1

23.
2.75 1.5 1.25

Iffl""M le

1

24.
,, 3 1.25 1, ' 1.

25. 3 1.25 1 1 1

26. 2.75 1.25 1

27.
2.5 11.25 1 1

28. 211n- I c1 1 ,

Fi re 2

26
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INDIVIDUAL PAOCRESS CHECKLIST

Name' Train} #

OcCdpation

Spin-Off Job 4

Task

Sub-Task
No.

.

Name of Sub-Task
../'

.

Frequency

.

.

Dates
Instructor

Signature

,

.

00

NI,

. .

t
'ot

,

L ,

, -N

S\
1

.
..

. .

.

.
.

..

,-...tui .

.'

Figure 4
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IC/ 41 a.

trainee Name

SubTask

INSTRUCTOR CHECK LIST

Date

Performance Guide'
.

Score * Comments

.

.
. ...4

.I.

.4(

,

t .,

/ .

. ,

. '

. .

a 1

.
.

, ,

. .

*Place a check ( )
weakness.

Client Performan

Acceptable

the score column to indicate client

Reject

MEDIATION .PLAN:

I

Figure 5 A
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1.

Instructor Date In
Name and Address of CuatomerY

Phone Nd.
Anticipated Work Days
Anticipated Completion Datb..
Estimate Required? Yes Ho

Description of Damage

g. dr.

I

Repairs Required (raskis)A'' Approgriste
SubTasks

Trainee
Assighe

,

4

4 ';

A

.

*ft

/."

11,

.
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